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Gays forced
to pay debt
A.S. sticks GALA with bill

r

Tender
touch
Hilarie Wright, a junior
majoring in Art, tries
out some new paint
brushes and
watercolors. After a lot
of thought and a little
practice, the work
begins to bloom.

Cordova: Wait on CSU bill
By Patty Kamysz
The proposed constitutional amendment which
would give the California State University system
greater freedom from legislative control needs to be researched more carefully, according to Associated Students President Kathy Cordova.
The amendment was proposed by State Sen. Alfred
Alquist 1D-San Jose) in January. It would give California
State Universities status similar to that of the UC system, meaning a transfer of control from the state legislature to the CSU Board of Trustees. However, the legislature would still oversee the budget.
Cordova said she was not sure how accessible the
board would be to the students. "The public has a little
more control over someone who’s elected," she said, as
opposed to the Board of Trustees, who are appointed by
the governor.
At the Academic Senate meeting on Monday, SJSU
President Gail Fullerton praised the bill, saying it would
produce permanency and stability within the system.
"The responsible management of the academic institution is more likely to result in giving authority to a
strong, able board of local trustees than in scattering the
responsibility among the legislature." she said.
Fullerton urged those present at the meeting to write

to the State Senate asking for support of the bill.
According to Cordova, however, the bill needs to be
looked at carefully before taking a stand. "I want to re ’search the bill itself and the way that students have accessibility within the UC system," she said.
At the A.S. board meeting yesterday Cordova requested that members study the bill and come out with
an official opinion.
Curtis Richards, legislative director of the California
State Student Association, said last week he was researching the effects of the proposal and may have a position after the association’s meeting in February.
Another concern is whether the UC members would
oppose the bill. According to Vince Montane, administrative assistant to Sen. Alquist, the amendment could create competition between the two systems. He cited professors and salary scales as two potential areas of
competition.
Montane also cited positive aspects. He said the
change would allow the CSU system more freedom in the
allocation of funds and the purchase of equipment, such
as computers, without wading through the usual bureaucratic red tape.
If the legislature approves the amendment it could
boon the November 1984 ballot

Fewer forms aid registration
By Jessica Paioff
Admissions and Records continued its policy this semester of sending out forms only to students who
received partial schedules, and despite some of the usual minor problems, seems to have been a success.
"The idea was to give an advantage to students who either didn’t
have a full schedule or for whatever
reason didn’t go through Computer
Assisted Registration," Harris said.
Only about 40 percent of students eligible to register this semester received forms by mail. Those
who did receive forms were either
new or continuing students who did
not participate in CAR, or CAR participants who received only partial
schedules.
Admissions and Records sent
students memorandums informing
them that if they had full schedules
they would not receive forms, and if
desired they could obtain add -drop
forms from the Change-of-Program
Center, Wahlquist Building South
Wing.
Harris estimated 6,000 students

participated in Program Adjustment Day. Thai s about half the
number in the fall, she said, but this
is attributable to spring’s traditionally lighter enrollment.
Because of the lighter load. Program Adjustment Day was only one
day, instead of the usual two
About 15,000 students who were
eligible to register were not sent
forms.
At the (’hange-of-Program Center during the first full week of
school, things were going more
smoothly than expected.
"I anticipated crowds to be
massive, particularly Monday, but
it was never crazy or hectic. Students didn’t usually wait in line for
more than five minutes." Harris
said.
However, for some students
seeking the perfect schedule, waiting in line was the least of their worries.
Admissions and Records sent
the packets later than usual and this
caused problems for students whose
mailing addresses were out of the

area, according to arena worker Jon
Colefield.
Colefield saki he heard complaints from students who returned
to school early, before receiving
their packets. There was insufficient time for their packets to be forwarded to them before Change-ofProgram Day. January 24.
When they tried to obtain an
add -drop form at arena registration,
they were turned away, "even when
they showed proof they didn’t get
one," said Colefield.
Denise Ford, assistant to the
registrar, said that students who
presented proper documentation
should have been given forms and
been admitted, but attributed the
problems to having volunteer workers.
"They’re new and they don’t understand the procedures," she said.
In spite of the few problems,
however, Colefield contended that
this semester’s registration went
more smoothly than it has in the
past.

By Tim Goodman
In an effort to help an SJSU student group, the Associated Students
board of directors has violated one
of its own procedures and has
pushed the group into a "catch-22
situation." said Laura Sprague,
spokesperson for the Gay and Lesbian Alliance.
GALA agreed to a deal with A.S.
board members Stephanie Duer and
Sam Doying, that would have allowed GALA to pay off half of a $1,600 debt incurred by the now defunct
Gay Student Union.
In return, the group would have
received $800 in general funding
from AS.. New groups usually must
go through the Special Allocations
process for two years before being
eligible to be listed in the A.S budget.
The deal was signed by A.S.
President Kathy Cordova, but A.S.
Controller Michael Schneider refused to sign it because the agreement violated A.S. procedures.
One of the A.S. stipulations says
that no group can receive additional
money without first paying off their
debts.
Glen Guttormsen, associate executive vice president of business
affairs, also declined to sign the agreement, citing the same reasons
given by Schneider. "It has nothing
to do with the group at all," Guttormsen said. "It has to do only with
the A.S. regulations."
Laura Sprague, spokesperson
for GALA, said the group’s members "are feeling frustrated and are
angry. Our hands are tied. We can’t
do anything."
Sprague said the group accepted the agreement because it
was reasonable and GALA could

avoid waiting an extended time for
money.
Cordova said she believes the
group is getting shard time.
"The board gave them this debt
sort of out of the blue." She said she
wouldn’t like to see a situation arise
where any gay group that wants to
receive A.S. funds has to pay off a
debt incurred by a previous gay organization.
"No gay group could ever get
funded if this doesn’t get cleared,"
she said.
Sprague says she feels the board
should erase the debt.
"My feeling now, is that we
compromised a great deal. They
should just write off the debt completely.
"We’re being penalized for
something we had no control of,"
she added. "The original agreement
was that the $800 would be paid back
$100’a -year for eight years," she
said.
Sprague said that if the group
doesn’t receive any money to gel
started then they’ll never be able to
pay off the debt. As it stands now,
the group. which would like to put on
events for everyone not just gays.
has no money at all.
Sprague said GALA has been in
contact with a lawyer, but stressed
that it wasn’t for intimidation, only
a means to find out more about its
situation. "We’re not going to her
( the lawyer) as a threat, but just to
see where we stand on our rights."
Guttormsen called the situation
a problem that the board would have
to "untangle" and didn’t see it as a
particularly difficult one.
Cordova said she may discuss
the problem with President Fullerton

Acclaimed storyteller to spin
yarns in SJSU Music Building
By Net ha Thacker
Gioia Timpanelli, an Emmy
award-winning spinner of yarns.
will perform "An Evening of Stories" at 8 tonight in the concert
hall of the SJSU Music Building.
Tickets are available at the door
for 66.
Timpanelli, who was born in
New York of Italian-Sicilian ancestry and raised in a large,
close-knit family, has been telling stories for more than 20
years.
"My great-grandmother was
the storyteller of our home town
in Italy," Timpanelli said. There
were always relatives around to
tell her stories as a child, she
added.
She was teaching college
English when she began a television course on telling stories.
The series, "Stories from My
House," which ran on public television, won two Emmy awards.
Timpanelli said she served as
writer, producer and director of
the series.
Timpanelli described her
story -telling as "extemporaneous," a combination of "prose
poems and plain old, prose."
"It’s an old tradition where
you know the story as it is, and
you tell it as it happens," she
said, explaining the extempore
tradition of storytelling.
She noted that while she
doesn’t vary "the bones of the
story," each performance is different, affected by "the feeling of
the evening." She described it as
looking for "treasure" in the
relationship "between you and
the audience."
"The
people
who are
there ..are part of the story -telling," she said
Timpanetli, who also appeared here last year, has per-

formed at the Museum of Modern
Art in New York, the Art Institute of Chicago and at many universities and conferences.
Timpanelli also presented a
special performance for handicapped children at Fremont
Older School in Cupertino yesterday afternoon. This performance
received a special grant from the
San Jose Mercury News Gift
Book project.
Her appearance in San Jose
is sponsored by the Poetry Center and the SJSU English department.
In addition to tonight’s performance, Timpanelli will pre-

’It’s an old tradition
where you know the
story as it is and you
tell it as it happens’
Gioia Timpanelli
Award-winning storyteller
sent a weekend seminar designed
for those "who tell stories, write
them or just love to hear or know
them," from 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday at the University Club. 408 South Eighth
St., San Jose. Fees for the seminar are $85 1875 for members of
the Poetry Center).
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Obviously this is something that should be corrected. for the good of the nation, if not ourselves. Nobody. especially in this media enriched country, should
be in the dark.
Scanning through the recent edition of U.S News
and World Report, I happened upon a woman’s letter to
the editor proclaiming her hatred and fear of the Soviet
Union.
She asked what other nation would dare shoot down
a commercial airliner, spread terrorism throughout the
world and be responsible for the deaths of so many people.
wonder if she’s read any American newspapers in
the last ten or 20 years?
Save for the downing of an airliner, the U.S. has participated in the very same Russian exploits the woman
despised.
And the airline incident, which gave the Reagan administration an issue on which they could spew all types
of f.cry rhetoric, has been misunderstood by most of
America since it occurred.
If you believe the order to fire missiles at the air
liner came from the Kremlin, your’e ridiculously naive
No member of the Soviet heirarchy is dumb enough
to make such an obvious politically and financially destructive decision. To believe that the Soviet Union
would willingly jeopardize their future like that is to underestimate their intelligence. They would not have becornea world power by committing such mistakes.
It’s obvious that the woman who wrote the letter is
ignorant in the ways of American policy overseas. Our
training, or "advisement" of troops in Nicaragua could
very easily be considered an act of exporting terrorism.
The very same brand of terrorism she accuses the Soviets of.
Our actions in Honduras and the invasion of Gre
nada also can be considered terrorism. The only difference being the U.S. is backing it, not some fanatical religous Sect. I wonder if the woman has ever considered
that?
She is also concerned about the deaths of so many
people. Indeed the Soviet Union has been behind the
deaths of many.
The U.S. track record, however, is not a bloodless
one.
It’s amazing how quickly people forget about Vietnam and other such tragedies. Someone should also tell
the woman that our Navy battleships have a bigger purpose than to create potholes in the Beirut countryside
They are there to kill, not keep peace.
The only disturbing aspect of this woman’s ignorance is the fact that she’s only a microcosm of the real
American problem.

The forum page is your page. The Daily encourages readers’ comments on any topic.
The viewpoints expressed in opinion articles
are those of the author. Editorials appearing
on this page are the opinion of the Spartan
Daily.
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Reading between the lines at Spartan bookstore
Early this week, as with the start in every semester.
I made the dreaded trip to the basement of the Spartan
Bookstore. After passing through a gauntlet of security
guards, whose suspicious eyes burned a hole through
me. I made it downstairs.
trolling through aisles of textbooks, I was careful
to aarrow my selections to the "must buys" on my
greensheets. The books listed as optionals never stood a
chance with me.
Interestingly enough, one book I recognized right off
was one I didn’t need. It was a science text I had sold
back at last semesters’ end for $6. Something had me curious. On it, was an orange ’used’ sticker land I rarely
remember opening it ), with a $17.95 price tag.
Hmmmm.
After careful consideration, I gathered two armfuls
of books that I needed for my 12-unit schedule, and
headed back upstairs.
The suspense inside me was building. One by one. I
began to peek at the inside covers.
"Wow! You’ve got to be kidding.". I told myself. A
binder-type notebook for $20. This thing had rings holding it together! Next was a thick bound volume for
twice that amount.
As I frantically checked through the others, it never
got any better. Hey, I know a college education is expensive, but this is ridiculous.
I began to wonder.
Who is responsible for pricing the school textbooks?
How can they justify charging $8.95 for a torn and tat-

tered paperback, when the new one Is only a few dollars
more! Some of these books weren’t just used, they were
misused. Felt pen and scribbling could be seen on every
other page. One even had a large sketch of Garfield on
the back cover. How cute.
Paying retail prices for used books is a tough pill to
swallow. And what’s more, they’re recycled throughout

Nick Gillis
Staff Writer

countless semesters, allowing the bookstore to profit off
us ten times over.
Cmon, admit it. You guys are taking us to the cleaners. What’s worse is, you know we can’t do anything
about it except complain. And I thought car salesmen
were crooks!
By the time I reached the register, I knew I was getting the shaft. I also knew I would be more than just a
few dollars short.
"Uh, can you take a Mervyns card?"
Emptying all my packets. I was at the cashier’s disposal. I felt like a kid who wandered up to the counter

with handfuls (il candy, and not enough change to pay
for it all. The worst part is. I was actually embarrassed.
After returning two books. I finally had enough to pay
the tax.
I had to return for the rest the following day. Withdrawing a large chunk from my student loan, I was
swearing under my breath. When it was over. I had purchased seven books for about the same price as a nice
encyclopedia set. Oh well, at least it’s over until next
fall.
Maybe I’m complaining too much, wasting good editorial space on such a trivial issue. Actually. I’m just
letting off steam. After all, it could be worse. They could
make you stand in long, monotonous lines waiting to pa
for these overpriced texts.
Well, guess what?

Talkman
Will you vote to re-elect
President Reagan
in the 1984 election?
Asked in front of Clarke Library and outside the Student Union
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No I’m not. First of all.
I don’t support his increased defense spending.
I don’t like what he’s doing.
He’s cut off programs for
the common people social programs, and money
for welfare programs.
Paul Ruffner
Journalism
junior

I think so, definitely. I
think we should keep him
in office as long as we can.
so we can show the Rus
sians that we have some
body strong in office.
Missy Johnson
Business Administration/
Managenuiiii
sophomm
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Yes I would. I think our
nation is in a better state
than it was four years ago
think he’s doing a good
job.
Brian Gyotoku
Industrial Technolop
senior
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All letters must bear the writer’s name, signature,
major, phone number and class standing. The phone number is for verification purposes, and will not be printed.
Letters can be delivered to the Daily, upstairs in
Dwight Bentel Hall, or at the information center on the
first floor of the Student Union.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters for
length, grammar and libel.
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Its interesting how many Americans believe the Soviet Union is the source behind all evil and wrongdoing
shed throughout the world. This only reflects their apathetic understanding of the United States and its motives.
Most Americans are quick to categorize the Bus -

sians as godless monsters bent on world domination.
They are just as quick to cast an angelic veil over the
U.S. and all its saintly deeds on behalf of the free world.
What they fail to realize is our very large role in actions quite similar to those of the Russians.
The basic difference is that all the atrocities the
U.S. habitually indulges in are done in the name of democracy, and under the veil of our self-titled anthem.
"Leader of the Free World."
This is coupled with the fact that we’ve been instructed since youth to believe the U.S. is above reproach.

!.
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U.S and Soviets
are two of a kind

Tim Goodman
Staff Writer
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Probably not. I just
disagree with his major decisions. I don’t think he has
a real grasp on what’s hap
pening with the American
public. I disagree with his
human and civil rights
stands. I don’t think he has
real compassion for people
Da’. id Burgess
Education
graduate
I’m not going to vote to
re-elect him. Basically I’m
a liberal, and I’m totally
against his policies in Central America. Russia, his
foreign policy and his eco
nom ic policy.
Paula Pendleton
Speech Pat h Wog
graduate
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Humor is this ad man’s extra topping
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John Crawford addressed the San
tising about the use of humor in
the creator of the Round Table
laughter as the best medicine
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Chris Peterson
Jose Women in Adveradvertising. Crawford,
Pizza ads, mix ovateS
for selling products.

By Karen Salom and Wendy Stitt
Inject yourself with a dosage of laughter.
put a feather to your funny bone and swallow a
pill of silliness. On top of all that, be serious.
This zany prescription is a modern day
remedy behind the creativity of advertising.
And, the public is buying it.
"Don’t worry about being a little irrational," says the man who considers himself the
"king of goofball advertising."
John Crawford, advertising writer/producer also the owner of John Crawford radio
is responsible for the success behind the
Round Table Pizza ad campaign. He believes
that a strong dose of life’s best medicine can
sell anything. ,
Humor is that medicine.
Crawford’s humorous tactics are highly
contagious to radio and televison advertising.
His "Humor in Advertising" lecture Wednesday, addressed to the San Jose Women in Advertising, stressed why funny commercials are
effective. He told the audience how his humor
inoculates his clients to turn advertising campaigns into successful business.
If the media exposes the average person to
anywhere from 117 to 484 ads per day, then how
does the "king" make his ads noticeable’?
To begin with, Crawford sees advertising
as a dialogue between the consumers and businesses. He always approaches advertising in a
humorous light because he does not know any
other way. His campaign tactics are based on
the belief that advertising is essentially "absurd" and that "it is a terrible violation into
people’s private lives."
The only way one can justify telling some
one what aspirin they should take is to do it in a
funny, outrageous way, he said.
"I’ve always seen it that way," Crawford
said. "It’s a wonderful benefit to have a silly
view of life, especially in advertising."
Crawford likes to make his commercials
realistic. He wants his audience to participate.
He feels when an ad successfully involves the
viewers, there’s a "certain joy" that touches
him.
Crawford believes real life is funny. So,
only real people appear in his commercials.
People have to look like everyone else. In his
Round Table Pizza ads, he does not portray
"plastic people in plastic places." He casts

characters that people would expect to see if
they went to a pizza place.
His first rule is "see what all the other advertising people are doing and no matter what
they do, you don’t do it."
"If you’re advertising looks like what other
advertising looks like, your product does too,"
Crawford said.
His philosophy is "be different."
The success of Crawford’s advertisements
entail doing exactly the opposite of what the
competition does. Chances are better that
you’ll catch the consumers’ attention, he said.
Crawford classifies
himself as
a
"schmuck" and he tries to portray that trait in
the characters in his ads.
All kidding aside. Crawford said, "All comedy has very serious elements in it. At the root
of most comedy is the most basic human emotion: fear. There is some love, but mostly
fear."
His Round Table Pizza commercial using a

pizza emphasis his point. In this particular ad.
a surprise inspection investigates the pizza parlor. Crawford calls it the" I -signed-up-for-thecourse -and -I -forgot-to-go-a nd-thet inal-exam-is-today’ syndrome. It plays on the natural fear
of being ’found out.’ It shows our incompetence."
This is what he wants to portray in his commercials. He wants the public to see the human
characterics that he finds so common.
Despite his success, the witty advertising
man has some fears of his own. His deepest
qualm is producing a commercial that does not
sell a commercial that is a total flop.
"I’ve been in a situation where a client
says, ’Get out, that’s a terrible idea!’ " Crawford said. "There’s a tension there. But, if the
possibility of failing weren’t there, then it (advertising) would be like walking a tight wire
that’s only one foot off the ground."
An English graduate of Tuft University in
Massachusetts. Crawford got into advertising
"totally by mistake." His 2I -year advertising
career is the result of an interview he went to
because there was nothing else a va ilabe
"It was either that or tsellingt insurance."
Crawford estimated.
It was that interview that employed him
with J. Walter Thompson i the largest advertising agency in the 1St. After two and a half
years, he asked for a 81000.00 raise and a higher
position in the company. Crawford left when
they offered him only half of what he asked for,
for the same job. He then held creative positions with the ad agency Ketchum and McCann/Erickson.
In 1978. his pizza campaign, "Go to the
freezer and get...." idea prompted him to start
his own business. Since then he has been working with such clients as the Chevrolet Dealers,
Henry Weinhardt, the San Francisco Giants,
and of course. Round Table Pizza.
Crawford has also taught classes in
"Women in Advertising" in San Francisco.
Currently, he is developing an even "crazier- pizza ad. He says the same characters
will be featured on his television commercials,
but some changes will be made with his characters on radio commercials.
With funny man John Crawford. it’s hard to
know what to expect. But, chances are it’s sure
to tickle a funny bone or two.

Television actress blooms into stardom
By the time Lindsay Bloom
LOS ANGELES (AP)
landed the role of Velda in CBS new "Mike Hammer" series, her own mother probably wouldn’t have recognized
her.
She auditioned nine times for the role. Executive producer Jay Bernstein liked her reading and interpratation.
but the role called for a svelte brunette, instead of a
slightly overweight blonde.
"I was a blonde,’’ she said, "and I’ve always been a
blonde. So this was a real change for me to dye my hair
dark. I could see that Jay and the others had a specific
image in mind and I knew! had to to fit that image."
Besides changing her hair to a chestnut color, the 5foot -6 actress also shed 22 pounds and went on a vigorous
exercise program. She went from 137 pounds to 115, her
dress size from nine to six.
"Each time I came back he didn’t recognize me," she
said. "He kept introducing himself to me. I felt like I was
walking around invisible. None of my friends recognized
me."
In the movie pilot that Aas seen last season. Stacy

’Each time I came back he didn’t
recognize me. He kept
introducing himself to me. I felt
like I was walking around
invisible. None of my friends
recognized me.’
-Lindsay Bloom
Keach played the title role and Tanya Roberts ( "Charlie’s Angels") was Velda, but she left to star in the bigbudget movie "Sheena, Queen of the Jungle."
Bernstein and the other producers interviewed 150 actresses for Velda. including Miss Bloom, but came up
empty-handed. They even sponsored a national contest
and got 5,000 photographs. Still no Velda.
Then they interviewed another 250 actresses All it

took was Miss Bloom’s transformation.
"This has opened a whole new acting area for me,"
she said. "I can go for auditions I wouldn’t have been considered for before. The roles for blondes are limited. People tend to think of blondes as ditsy."
Miss Bloom, who is married to Mayf Nutter. an actor.
singer and composer, previously had recurring roles in
"Dallas," "The Dukes of Hazzard" and "Vegas!" and
was one of the Dingaling Girls on "The Dean Martin
Show .’
"Velda has a great sense of humor." Bloom said.
"She’s probably one of Mike Hammer’s closest friends.
Pat Chambers is the other one. She’s tough when she has
to be, and she does a lot of his leg work. I think if it came
down to it she’d take a bullet for him because she loves
him. She’s not your average secretary.
"I play her very much as a woman of the ’60s, while
Mike Hammer is very much a man of the ’505 who finds
himself in the ’805. Velda’s always trying to get a cons
puler for the office or get Mike to wear a beeper."
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Fossil
leg bone
dug up
Calif.
CARLSBAD,
( AP) A 70 million-yearold dinosaur leg bone, 34
inches long and well preserved, has been unearthed at a construction
site that once stood under
100 to 200 feet of ocean.
The fossilized thigh
bone, from a hadrosaur or
-duckbill" dinosaur that
could stand up to 20 feet
tall, was the "largest and
most complete dinosaur
hone found in Southern California," says Thomas Demere, assistant curator of
paleontology at the San
Diego Natural History Museum.
It was the second dinosaur fossil found in San
Diego County and was discovered by the same man
who unearthed the first:
Brad Riney, a paleontologist for San Diego-based Regional Environmental Consultants, the San Diego
Union reported Thursdaay.
He made his latest disbefore
just
covery
Christmas at the construction site of the Carlsbad
Research Center, north of
McClellan-Palomar
the
Airport.
Riney, 29, discovered
the county’s first dinosaur
fossil a fragment of a hain La
drosaur vertebra
Jolla in 1967 when he was in
junior high school.
"It’s just a matter of
being at the right
luck
place at the right time
Riney said.
His second discovery
Dec. 22 came at the end of
the day when construction
crews had finished grading.

Wedding overshadows
groundhog’s forecast
A
PUNXSUTAWNEY. Pa. I AP)
reluctant Punxsutawney groundhog,
dragged from his electrically heated
burrow into the freezing dawn, saw his
shadow yesterday and predicted six
more weeks of winter.
Other groundhogs differed. but
"Punxsutawney Phil" may have had
other things on his mind. Shortly after
making his forecast, he got married.
Folklore holds that if the groundhog sees his shadow, six more weeks of
cold weather follow. If he doesn’t,
spring arrives soon.
Phil foresaw further freezes for the
92nd time in 97 years, but offered that
February and March will be relatively
mild, said James H. Means, president
of the Punxsutawney Groundhog Club.
"In the dimness of the early winter
dawn, he stood for a .noment. tall and
proud. Then, in seconds, he saw a thin.
gray shadow," said Means, 60, a local
contractor who claims to be the only
human who can understand the groundhog.

The prediction drew boos and
shouts from about 300 spectators.
mostly college students who stayed
awake all night in 13-degree weather on
Gobbler’s Knob.
In special ceremonies after the 7 : 20
a.m, prediction, the 10-pound male
groundhog was matched with an II.
pound female brought from the Philadelphia Zoo by radio station WI0Q-FM.
Four-year-old
Philomena
was
deemed Phil’s new mate by Common
Pleas Court Judge Edwin Snyder, a
member of the club’s "Inner Circle."
But as Snyder proclaimed the animals "groundhog mates," the agitated
Philomena bit Means on the left forefinger several times.
"Bring the cage over! Bring the
cage over!" Means shouted into a microphone as other tuxedoed club members smiled.
Punxsutawney’s festivities and
folklore are in fun to all but a few members of the Inner Circle, who solemnly
continue the tradition to keep this community of about 8,500 on the map.

FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE FINANCIAL
If

ASSISTANCE

you ..
are planning to pursue a career as a bilingual teacher
can demonstrate proficiency in oral and written Spanish or Vletnames,
can demonstrate financial need

. . you may be eligible for FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE through
the BILINGUAL TEACHER GRANT PROGRAM.

Applications for the Bilingual Teacher Grant Program
are available in Sweeney Hall 435
or call 277 2041, for more information

THE APPLICATION DEADLINE IS FEBRUARY 9,50 ACT NOW’

WHY TAKE A CHANCE?
On January 1. 1984, anyone without insurance involved in an accident resulting in bodily injury or $500
or more in property damage regardless of fault, will
lose their license for one year along with an additional
three year filing with the State of California.

JOHN STRIEGEL INSURANCE
(408)

Hrs M -F 9:00-5:00

265-4961

1984 GRADS
APPLY NOW

EMPLOYMENT
U.S. CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE
AGENCY
Unique professional
completing work in:

opportunities

tor those seniors and greduele

students

Computer Science
Economics
Engineering (aero, electronic, mechanical, nuclear)
Foreign Area Studies
Languages (Russian, Eastern European, %fiddle l’a,teri,
Asian)
Mathematics (applied)
Photographic Interpretation
All initial assignment are in the Washington. D.C. area SOrtle
require foreign residence. U.S Citizenship required. Minimum
pror:essIng time is six (6) months. OBTAIN YOUR APPLICATION
FROM YOUR CAREER PLACEMENT OFFICE ON CAMPUS
RESUMES/APPLICATIONS MUST BE MAILED AS SOON AS
POSSIBLE TO PO. BOX 36103, SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
QUALIFIED APPLICANTS WILL BE INTERVIEWED AT AN EARLY
DATE.
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Baseball squad hosts Cal
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By Joe Roderick
Both coaches are already playing the con
game.
Spartan head coach Gene Menges: "I
think, looking at the overall picture, were a
better team than last year. Were improved at
most positions."
And this from UC-Berkeley coach Bob Milano: We could be great this year. And we
could be mediocre."
So who’s to judge which coach is stretching
the truth the most? Maybe Milano and Menges
are telling the truth. And maybe not.
The truth may be revealed this weekend
when SJSU and Cal clash in a three-game series beginning Friday at San Jose’s Municipal
Stadium at 2:30 p.m. The series resumes Saturday at Berkeley’s Evans Diamond with a noon
double-header.
The Bears, who finished just 23-37 last year,
seem improved already. Cal beat Cal StateHayward. 9-1. Tuesday, and edged the University of Pacific, 8-6, Wednesday.
Against Hayward, the Bears got good pitching efforts from Bryan Price and Buddy Watts,
a junior college transfer from Butte College.
Price, 6-7 last year with a 3.99 ERA, sailed
through the first five innings against Hayward,
allowing almost nothing.
"Price gives us six or seven innings every
time he goes out," Milano said. "He’s not going
to win all the time, but he’s dependable."
The Spartans will likely face Price and
Watts on Saturday.
Andy Worthan will get the call Friday
against SJSU. Wortham. a control pitcher, was
1-3 last year with a 3.41 ERA.
The Spartans, meanwhile, are coming off
their most productive year since 1979. SJSU finished 32-20 overall last season, while taking
third-place in the Northern California Baseball
Association race at 15-12.
Fresno State won the NCBA last year and
appear to be in line for another title. "If we’re
going to do it we have to beat Fresno," Menges
said.
The players likely to do it for the Spartans
;ire shortstop Tom Krause. third baseman Ken

Canuniti and second baseman Lou HMI
Krause broke the Spartans’ single-season
stolen base record last year. stealing :19 in 52
games. Larry Lintz, the former pinch-running
specialist for Charlie Finley’s Oakland A’s,
held the previous record with 34.
Barring an injury. Krause is a cinch to
break Al Ariza’s career total of 58, set in the
early 70s.
Krause also hit .370 last year, eighth in the
NCBA, while scoring 39 runs, the sixth highest
total in the conference.
Caminiti hit seven home runs last season,
the most by any Spartan. He also scored :18
runs, while driving in 36.
"I think the key will be Caminiti," Menges
said.
The key to a nifty double play combination
will he 11011, who will team with Krause it Mat

think, looking at
the overall picture,
we’re a better team
than last year.
We’re improved at
most positions.’

That battle isn’t quite as fierce as the three
way war for the starting catching duties. Ruth
Escalante, Kurt Griesner and Mark Webb arr
the candidates. Webb grabbed the early lead iii
that race by punching a solo homer against the
San Francisco Giant rookie team Tuesday.
Dan Bajtos, who will spend most of his time
at designated hitter, also popped a one-run shot
Tuesday.
Like any team, pitching could tell the story
for the Spartans. Danny Martinez and Huck
Hibberd are the only two hurlers returning.
Martinez went 6-2 last year, while Hibberd was
1-1 in only 16 innings.
Menges went on a shopping binge for pitching during the off-season. Menges believes he’s
found four quality pitchers via the junior college circuit. The quartet includes: Ron Rooker
(Orange Coast 1, Steve Olson Los Medanos College). Steve Vasquez (Chabot College) and
Terry Adams I Mission College).

’They (Cal)
were supposed to
have the
best recruiting
year in the
nation in
1982’

Gene Menges

Meanwhile, Milano hasn’t had to rebuild
following a losing season. The Bears simply
needed to build, period. Milano failed to break
even for the second-straight year, as the Bears
linished just 23-37 overall, while checking in at
sixth-place in the Pac-10 race. And this twoyear decline came from a team that had just
smelled the sweet scent of playing in the semifinals of the 1980 College World Series.
What had taken Milano three years to
build, crumbled down in two.

SJSU coach Gene Menges

"They were supposed to have had the best
recruiting year in the nation in 1982," Menges
said.
Some recruits never panned out, others
went awry, while some are just now beginning
to fit in.
Second baseman Lance Blankenship was
brought in a year after the big recruit. Just a
Irishman last year, Blankenship hit .286 playing at third base.
Despite that not -so-sizzling average.
Blankenship swiped 39 bases last year, and
may steal a spot on the Olympic baseball team
this summer.

department.
"Lou holds the infield down with his leadership," Menges said. "He can turn the double
play real well. He takes us out of a lot of jams."
Center fielder Scott Rettig. who had 15
thefts last year, leads the outfield crew. Mark
Triplett, who get just 25 at-bats last year, is the
likely left fielder.
Newcomer Paul Mason and returner Reggie Simmons, who hit .333 in 30 plate appearances. are battling for the right field spot.

OSTEOPOROSIS RESEARCH
for menopausal females

Tall Bears whip Spartans

To investigate the effects of
exercise on bone loss.
REMEMBER

Meeting:

Advertise
in the
Spartan Daily
277-3171

Call

Tues., February 7
12 noon, PER 279

277-2954

for information

Girls like Tracy never tell
their parents about guys like Rourke.

Donna (’lark, left, muscles inside for a shot
during Wednesday night’s game with Cal.
Rhoda Chew, above, sights in on a free throw.
(’hew had a game-high 22 points, but it wasn’t
enough. The Rears rolled to a 95-68 win.
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By Frank Lopez
UC-Berkeley’s women’s basketball
team came into the Spartan Gym Wednesday night and blew the roof off the place.
crushing SJSU 95-68.
With Cal’s heighth 6-foot -7 center
Charlotte Lusschen. 6-4 forward Heli
Toikka and 6-2 forward Jennifer Bennett
it’s no wonder it blew the roof off. It certainly has no problems touching it.
The Spartans could hardly match that
C-7 Donna
heighth. Only two players
Clark and 6-1 Rhoda Chew are over six feet.
Cal’s size advantage, combined with
good guard play, were too much for SJSU.
The Bears improved their NorPac record
to a perfect 7-0. It wasn’t a matter of one
long run that buried the Spartans, now 4-3
in conference play. it was a series of short
ones The longest streak of unanswered
Cal points was only six, but the Bears did
that four times. Methodically, Cal went
from a nine-point lead midway through
the first half. to 16 at the intermission, to
n midway through the second half.
Cal really didn’t dominate the hoards
as expected each team finished with 46
rebound - but the Bears’ big players continually got the easy shots underneath.
while intimidating Spartan shooters on defense.
SJSU. which relies predominantly on

inside shots, was forced to take numerous
outside shots, as the Spartans connected
on only eight of 34 attempts.
SJSU coach Sharon Chatman said that
it wasn’t a matter of too much heighth, but
of "just too much team." All five Cal
starter, including two non -giants, scored
in double figures. The Bears’ starting
guards scored a combined 32 points, as 5-6
Karen Smith shot over the Spartan defenders for 14 and 5-3 Mazetta Garrett blew by
them for 18 more. Forward (’ynthia Cooke
scored 16 points. while I,usschen and
Toikka scored 14 each.
Spartan miscues, 26 overall, were
other factors in the loss. And Chatman’s
team hit only 12 of 21 free throw attempts
and had two successful free throws taken
away on lane violations.
The Bears, on the other hand. committed only 17 turnovers and hit 15 of 21)
from the free throw line.
On the positive side for SJSU was the
gritty play of Chew. Battling the taller Cal
players. Chew had game-high 22 points
and 14 rebounds.
Chew said the key to playing well
against the Bears was not being intimidated by their size.
The Spartans failed to meet that goal
this time around, but will another chance
at the Bears next month in Berkeley.
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Bears stay undefeated;
SJSU women fall 95-68
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TO QUEENS RESTAURANT
CUSTOMERS:
We are happy to announce that Lui is back to
offer you the delicious AMEIII.CAN arid MIDDLE
EASTERN FOODS that made him popular.

AN EDGAR J. SCHERICK/SCOT1 RUDIN Production "RECKLESS"
AIDAN QUINN DARYL HANNAH KENNETH McMILLAN CLIFF DeYOUNG
Written by CHRIS COLUMBUS Produced by EDGAR I SCHERICK and SCOTT MIN
Directed by JAMES FOLEY, JR. 0.
R

Queens Restaurant especially welcomes back
the students and faculty of SJSU who made our
work very pleasant
And, to those who are not familiar with ours
c I foods we offer the
lar
asi e rom our
$.1:0;07.1-111:l Mal Akti7.141:1
and
(0111:11111613
all 311.
ou WI a so enjoy a
t at w satisfy any appetite.
lip.!’
750 OFF ANY ORDER WITH THIS AD
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COMING TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU
FEBRUARY 3rd!
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China brings in New Year American Olympic team
takes it colors to Sarajevo

PEKING (API
China’s 1 billion people welcomed the year of the
rat yesterday with a crescendo of
firecrackers, food and family reunions that the Communist government is calling the most plentiful
bash ever.
The lunar new year, also called
the spring festival, is the longest and
most important traditional holiday
in China. Most factories and offices
close, travelers jam trains, and the
government sponsors street fairs
and entertainment shows.
The most ambitious was staterun television’s six-hour New Year’s
Eve telethon Wednesday night, with
celebrities ranging from the Hou
family acrobats to martial-arts
master Hai Deng, watched by millions of families at home for a fourday holiday.

It was hosted by Huang Yiteng.
a Taiwan television personality,
who says he returned to the mainland to work for reunification. The
program was beamed to the British
colony Hong Kong, another territory
the Communists seek to reincorporate.
As midnight approached, hundreds of millions of firecrackers
popped, boomed, whizzed and flared
from southern Canton’s congested
alleys, to the remote frozen communes of northwest Xinjiang.

ported hundreds of peasants v. ith
big wads of money streamed into
Peking over the last few weeks to
buy New Year’s gifts for themselves, mainly televisions at the
city’s four big department stores.

SARAJEVO, Yugoslavia (AP; The Yanks are
pouring into this Winter Olympic capital in a steady
stream, and nobody can miss ’em.
They’re not just carrying the American flag,
they’re wearing it and Yugoslays are bug-eyed.
Attired in bright red parkas with blue and white
trimming and "USA" scrawled in giant letters on the
back, America’s athletes are battling not just for gold
medals but people’s eyes, hearts and minds.
Judging by the early receptions, this independent
Communist country is enthralled by the visitors.
They can’t get enough information about the skyscrapers, the movie stars, the teeming cities, jazz and
country music.
"Are there real cowboys in Texas?" they ask.
"What’s Chicago like?"
And one question pops up repeatedly: "Have you
ever seen Michael Jackson?"
From the engaging, multilingual hostesses to the
young security men who stand unarmed at every portal and ordinary citizens, there seems no way they can
learn enough about the United States.
What about the Soviets or the East Germans?
You get only a shrug. The Soviets are old hat. The
East Germans are automatons. Sure, they’ll probably
win more gold medals than the United States, but they
don’t have Chicago, Michael Jackson and Paul Newman.
The Olympic Games, almost from their inception
in ancient Greece, have been more than the intended
sports spectacle to cement international good will.
They have provided a platform for national aggran-

Workers jammed buses to get
home early for traditional stuffed
dumplings in the north and sumptuous fish banquets in the south.
The rat is the first of 12 animals
in the Oriental zodiac, followed by
the ox, tiger, rabbit, dragon, snake,
horse, goat, monkey, rooster, dog
and pig. Rat people are said to be
smart, sensitive and ambitious.
Legend says Buddha summoned the
animals to pay their respects while
he lay on his death bed, and immortalized them by giving each a year
The last rat year was 1972.

The government claimed record
amounts of food were available this
year, a reflection of Communist reforms that allow peasants to grow
what they want, sell it in private
markets and make money.
Peking’s evening newspaper re-

U.S. bishops praise Hispanics
(AP)
They were the earliest settlers in America,
yet they’re still mostly on its fringes. Their numbers are
swelling, but their means are scant. From their roots.
they’re immensely religious, yet often slighted by their
churches.
They’re the Spanish Americans, the Hispanics, and
the paradoxical aspects of their place in the country
lengthy, growing, yet marginal and deprived
are traced in a newly issued pastoral letter of U.S. Roman Catholic bishops.
It calls the nation’s rapidly increasing Hispanic population "a blessing of God" and urges widescale church
adjustments to open a "new era of ministry with Hispanics," appreciating their culture and in alliance with them.
Their "presence challenges us all to be more ’catholic,’ more open to the diversity of religious expression,"
the teaching letter advises. "Let us make all feel equally
at home in the church; let us be a church that is in truth
universal, a church with open arms, welcoming different
gifts."
This hasn’t been done sufficiently, the bishops note,
saying that Hispanics in this country "have experienced
cruel prejudice."
.
"It is particuarly disheartening that some Catholics
hold strong prejudices against Hispanics and others and
deny them the respect and love due their God-given dignity," the letter says.

Reagan policy
called ’backward’
SACRAMENTO (AP) A Reagan administration
blueprint for school desegregation is an invitation to
move back to segregated schools, an NAACP attorney
charged.
The U.S. attorney general’s office last week held up a.
consent decree featuring voluntary magnet schools and
transfer policies in Bakersfield city schools as an outline
"for desegregation in the future."
But Nathaniel Colley Sr., an attorney with the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, accused the administration this week of backtracking.
"The direction President Reagan is leading the whole
nation back to segregation," he said at his Sacramento office. "With the impetus from the president and attorney
general, school districts have an invitation to go backward."
Virna Canson, director of the NAACP’s West Coast
region, promised "a critical look" at the Bakersfield
plan.
The organization also has threatened a lawsuit over a
proposed voluntary plan for Fresno schools that parallels
the Bakersfield version. Students in certain grades now
are subject to forced busing in Fresno.

Even in some parishes, there is a "reluctance among
some non-Hispanics to serve with Hispanics or to socialize with them," the letter says, calling such attitudes
-unChristian."
The document, issued in mid-January, including
amendments, after being approved last November, says
the U.S. Hispanic population has tripled in 30 years, rising
from 6 million to an estimated 20 million.
"No other European culture has been in this country
longer than the Hispanic," the letter says, noting that the
Spanish and their descendants settled in the Southwest
and Southeast by the late 1500s, ahead of the first English
settlements.
The modern Hispanic influx is diverse in national origins, color, historical achievements and expressions of
faith but "they share many elements of culture, deeply
rooted in Catholicism," the letter says.
Mexican-Americans make up the biggest group. 60
percent, with the next largest being Puerto Ricans, 17
percent, and Cubans, 8 percent. They are the youngest
population in the country, with a median age of 23.2, lower
than for any other group. More than half are under 26.
"Plainly, the Hispanic population will loom larger in
the future of both the wider society and the church in the
United States," the bishops say, calling for steps to empower Hispanics in social-political processes and in
church life.
They "are severely under-represented at decision making levels in church and society," the letter says.
"The scarcity of Hispanic priests, religious sisters, brothers and permanent deacons is one of the most serious
problems facing the church in the United States."
The bishops urge provisions for Spanish and bilingual
worship in accord with Hispanic customs and ask priests
working with Hispanics to learn their langauge and ways,
that seminaries provide courses in Hispanic culture and
that the Catholic press and media give more attention to
Hispanic affairs.

dizement, flag-waving, chest -beating and political influence on other nations.
Since 1952, when the Soviets first entered a team, it
has been a two-way struggle between the world’s superpowers to promote their vastly different ideologies
Yugoslavia is Communist but does not fall into the
Soviet sphere of influence, as in the case of Hungary.
Poland and Czechsolovakia.
When World War II ended. Stalin sought to spread
his influence into Yugoslavia along with other Eastern
European countries. He got a firm "no dice" from
Josep Broz Tito, Yugoslavia’s late leader, who insisted
his armies had routed the Nazis without help and the
country could stand on its own.
One of the areas in which the Americans and Soviets have sought an ideological edge is attire, partic,-,
ularly parade uniforms when the world is looking on.
The Soviets, who in their Tardy Olympic appearances wore drab beige clothes and squeaky shoes
with the inevitable red ties and handkerchiefs, soon
got the message and in several recent Games have upstaged the Americans, with ankle-length fur coats, fur
hats and stylish, colorful attire.
But this year, for both the Sarajevo and Los Angeles Games, the Americans have gone on a fashion
binge, outfitted from head to toe by Levi 32 pieces of
apparel for each of the 120 athletes and some 80 administrative personnel for these ice and snow Games.
For the opening parade, they will go Western cowboy hats, suede jackets, boots, the works.
And the Yugoslays, who cut their teeth on Wild
West movies, are certain to go wild.
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The Chinese Engineering Students Association is
holding a Chinese New Year Dance at 8 p.m. tomorrow in
the Student Union Ballroom.
The Association for Computer Machinery has invited
Jim Sheriff, marketing manager of Hewlett-Packard, to
give a two hour seminar on the HP-150 touchscreen personal computer. The seminar is at 2 p.m. today in the Student Union.
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The Womens’s Radio Program-Eschcian, is holding
an organizational meeting at 7 p.m. tonight at the Women’s Center.
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The league opening match for the Spartan Rugby
Football Club will be held at 1 p.m. tomorrow on the east
side of Spartan Stadium.
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UC-Davis program curbs insect spraying
SACRAMENTO tAPi
Integrated pest management is more complicated but potentially more useful to
farmers and the environment than just spraying pesticides, IPM researchers believe.
"IPM uses lots of scientific ways to find out what
pests are doing to your crop," said Dr. Mary Louise Flint.
director of the program at University of California, at
Davis.
"It is basically a strategy for managing pests which
focuses on crop production, the most profitable crop possible and minimizing damaging effects on your production system and the rest of the environment," she said.
The first task is to identify the types of pests in the
field, "which is more difficult than you think," Flint said
during a seminar at California Ag-Expo ’84. "A lot of environmental conditions can cause the same symptoms."
Then, farmers must count pests regularly to help determine the "economic threshold" when the bugs begin
doing enough damage to require roro:ols. she added. IPM
operates on the premise of keeping pests below the level
at which they cause enough damage to cost the farmer
money

Ti) do this, IPM researchers try to suggest biological
controls, such as good bugs eating bad bugs, and cultural
controls, such as changing irrigation routines, fertilizer
methods or sanitation practices.
Biological controls are "free, so we might as well use
them if we can," Flint said.
But she stressed that "pesticides sometimes are
needed. We try to give guidelines when you need them and
try to avoid killing biological controls."
The main benefit for growers is that IPM’s decision making, about when to contiy1 pests, is more correct than
methods used in the past," she said. "Eliminating unnecessary pesticide treatments saves money and preserves
the environment."
She pointed out that farmers have long used many of
the basic principles of integrated pest management, but
researchers have developed new knowledge and new
techniques in the past decade that can help.
They include more understanding when pests can
damage crops and when crops are susceptible, better
weather data and devices to monitor pests, new pesticides
that don’t harm beneficial insects, plastic sheets on fields

damage. It would also prevent a secondary outbreak at
aphids."
Fungal diseases in alfalfa, commonly called leaf
spot. UC Davis is developing varieties of alfalfa which are
resistant to fungus.
Tomato fruit worm. Preliminary research indicates damage is limited to a few weeks late in the season.
That premise will be field-researched this summer.
Nematodes in tomatoes. With DBCP banned ass fumigant, researchers are developing guidelines on when to
treat. "Resistant varieties of tomatoes are available, and
crop rotation is useful in certain instances," Dr. Flint
said.
--Barnyard grass in rice. "That calls for good leveling and water management," she said. "You need
water high enough but not so high that rice won’t grow,"
It’s also critical to use an effective amount of herbicide
without damaging the rice.
The university has developed IPM guidebooks for
farmers on alfalfa, tomatoes, rice and walnuts. One on
citrus is due out this month and guidebooks are being developed for cotton and almonds.

to kill weed seeds, insect larvae and nematodes and computer calculations of heat units to indicate when pests will
cause damage.
As an example. Flint cited a program developed to
control navel orangeworms which, despite their name, infests almond orchards.
A grower who can get "rummy nuts" down to two per
tree before winter and has no infested orchard within a
quarter mile, will avoid navel orangeworm infestation,
she said.
"It’s also important to harvest early before they develop another generation," she said.
For farmers who fail to practice those controls, IPM
can provide "fairly accurate guidelines" on spraying. It
should be done in a short period after the worm hatches,
but before it gets into the nut, she said.
"UC has a computer program using heat units to determine when to spray," Flint explained. "If you spray at
the wrong time, you might as well not spray at all."
She also reviewed IPM research on these pests:
Alfalfa weevil. "IPM is trying to develop a program
to spray in the winter before eggs hatch and larvae cause

Infantry to reorganize
for rapid deployment

Watching and waiting

WASHINGTON (AP) The Army’s
7th Infantry Division at Ft. Ord, Calif.,
will be trimmed and reshaped into a new
highly mobile outfit designed for quicker
deployment to crisis areas overseas, it
was announced Wednesday.

crease only by 1,000 men in fiscal 1985 to a
total of 781,000.
According to the Army, the new
smaller division "will permit rapid deployment of Army forces to any location
without sacrificing fighting strength."

The reorganized 7th Infantry Division
will number about 10,000 soldiers compared to the 14,000 to 17,000 of other Army
divisions. About half the reorganized division’s strength will be made up of combat
infantrymen.

The creation of a new light infantry division will mark the first time the Army
has increased the number of its divisions
in nearly nine years. It dropped to 13 divisions after the Vietnam war, but was built
up to 16 divisions in 1975.

The 7th division now totals 12,700 men.
Under previous plans, that division would
have been reinforced by a National Guard
brigade of some 4,000 men before going to
war.

Defense Secretary Caspar Weinberger told Congress in his annual report
that the first elements of the new division,
totaling some 2,200 personnel, will be organized by Sept. 30, 1985. He did not say
when the new division would reach full
strength, but Army officials have said
they expect the 17th division to be fully
fielded in fiscal 1986.

Revamping of the 7th into a light infantry division is the first step in a program pushed by Gen. John Wickham,
Army chief of staff, to tailor some of the
Army’s forces for rapid deployment to the
Persian Gulf and elsewhere.

Craig Sador

Students Greg Winkel, a sophomore majoring in molecular biology, and Carol Lico, a journalism fresh-

man, discover a solution to a crowded Student Union
television
lounge
by
watching
a
tiny
TV.

Alameda County book collector
takes ’law’ into his own hands
FREMONT (AP)
He’s not a cop, not a bounty
hunter, not a hired gun.
And he doesn’t exactly
strike fear and loathing in
the "culprits" he meets in
the line of duty.
But Larry Van Deusen
gets results. Take a peek in
the back of his Pinto: it’s
loaded with books, hardback and paperback, old
and new, and record albums, stacks of them.
Van Deusen collects
these things: tapes and
pamphlets, too. Not in the
conventional
sense,
though.
A lanky 32-year-old in
shades, a dark beard and a
rakish upturned mustache,
Van Deusen goes door to
door through much of Alameda County retrieving
overdue materials for the
county library.
Last week, on the back
floor of the pale green
county-owned Pinto, he
had a rare find a stack of
rock ’n’ roll albums missing since December 1975.
"I went to a lady’s
house for some overdue
books and she told me to
take the records, too," Van
Deusen explained between
stops. "She’d split up with
her boyfriend, and he left
them behind."
Coming across materials so long overdue "is kind
of unusual," Van Deusen
said. He receives names of
negligent borrowers after
they’ve kept materials
three months past the due

date.
Van Deusen is paid
$10,000 annually for a 28hour week. In an average
week, he makes 110 stops
and covers about 200 miles,
weaving through the 14branch system that covers
Fremont,
Pleasanton,
Dublin, San Ramon, Newark, Union City, San Lorenzo, Castro Valley and
Albany.
"He collects 60 percent
of the items he goes out
for," reports county librarian Ginnie Cooper. With
$250,000 lost annually, Cooper estimates Van Deusen’s haul accounts for
680,000 in recovered goods.
As an incentive to return materials and to
trim the time and expense
involved the county levies no fines for late returns.
But for serious abusers, this year the system

has decided to begin enforcing a state law making
it a misdemeanor to keep
library materials 30 days
or more past the expiraton
date. Prosecution could
lead to a 6500 fine or $30
days in jail.
Seldom does Van Deusen encounter belligerence. Most often the reaction is embarrassment or
indifference.
He simply rings a doorbell, asks for the responsi-

The next step will be creation of an additional new light infantry division, also of
about 10,000 men. Troops will be drawn
from elsewhere in the Army to form that
division without adding substantially to
total Army strength.
Tinder the new Reagan administration
defense budget, which went to Congress
Wednesday, Army strength would in-

"Location of the new division is still
under study, as are proposals for further
Army force structure changes," Weinberger said.
The Army said that factors that will
figure in a basing decision will include
availability of training areas, troop and
family housing facilities and airfields
from which the troops could be lifted in an
emergency.
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ble party and says he’s
there for such-and-such titles.
"Usually people know
where the books are and
say they just forgot to return them, or that they just
hadn’t gotten around to returning them," Van Deusen said. "Once in a while I
hit someone on a bad day,
but nothing where anybody
gets mad at me for being
there."
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GUADALAJARA
SUMMER
SCHOOL
University of Arizona
offers more than 40
courses anthropology.
art, bilingual education, folk music and folk
dance, history, political
science, sociology,
Spanish language and
literature and intensive
Spanish Six -week session. July 2 -August 10,
1984 Fully accredited
program Tuition $410
Room and board in
Mexican home, $435
FEO,AA

Write
Guadalajara
Summer School
Robert L. Nugent 205
University of Arizona
Tucson 85721
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A multi -image presentation of the marketing and advertising strategies that have catapulted
Maier Brewing Company from seventh place in the beer industry to second place today This
entertaining program is free and open to the public

Date: Feb. 6
Time: 4:00 PM
Location: Engineering

Presented by: Miller Brewing Company
1 32
1982 Weer Brewing Company MilWakik.,1
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